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The World Bank is committed to Open Development.  This means the Bank 
actively works to make our operations, knowledge, and research more accessible, 
transparent, and accountable.

In 2010, the World Bank introduced the new Access to Information Policy – a 
transformative approach to sharing information with the public.  It has made the 
Bank a more effective development partner.  The public can now access a much 
broader range of information than ever before, particularly about the Bank’s projects 
under preparation and implementation, and the actions taken by the Board.  Our 
Access to Information Policy is now viewed as a “gold standard” for international 
development institutions.  For the first year of the policy’s implementation, we 
released over 34,000 documents and reports, and our public database has attracted 
more than 4.5 million unique views.

The Bank is leading by example to encourage openness and transparency with several other initiatives.  Through 
the Open Data website, everyone can now access for free more than 7,000 development indicators, available in 
Arabic, Chinese, English, French, and Spanish.  A new interactive Mapping for Results platform empowers the 
public to visualize the locations of more than 2,500 World Bank-financed projects around the world, identify 
beneficiaries, and better monitor results.  Through the Open Data website and mobile application, the Bank 
now discloses financial data related to investments, financial statements, and budget. 
 
These steps are changing the way we do development.  They are the reason why “Publish What You Fund” ranks 
the World Bank’s International Development Association (IDA) first for transparency among 58 multilateral 
and bilateral development agencies.  

The impact of the World Bank’s Access to Information initiatives has reached far beyond the Bank itself, to the 
broader international development community.  We have become a trendsetter, encouraging and supporting 
other development institutions, partners, and clients to adopt more open policies for public access.  The ideas, 
perspectives, and partnership of a wide range of stakeholders – including civil society organizations, government 
officials, and citizens in our client countries – have been essential to the achievements we have made over the 
past year.  In the next phase of Open Development, we will involve citizens and their governments more actively 
in finding their own development solutions.   

I want to thank the World Bank staff for their support to Open Development.  The Bank’s Access to Information 
Policy is an ongoing effort, and there is much more work ahead.  Our success depends on a collective commitment 
to openness, transparency, and accountability – not only from staff, but clients and partners as well.   I look 
forward to moving ahead on our Open Development agenda together.

Robert B. Zoellick

Message from the President
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executive summary

the World Bank’s approach to information access
as part of its modernization agenda, the World Bank is committed to the concept of open Development.  
The World Bank is actively working to make its operations, data and research more accessible, transparent 
and accountable, and is also actively working to open up the way it develops its research and knowledge.  This 
participatory and collaborative approach is at the core of open Development.  central to this effort is the 
World Bank Policy on access to information (ai Policy), the goal of which is to make the World Bank an even 
more effective partner to developing countries, other international development institutions, and civil society 
organizations.

While the World Bank’s efforts to increase public access to information go back decades, the institution radically 
changed its approach to making information available to the public on July 1, 2010, when it put into effect 
the ai Policy.  rather than listing specific categories of information that can be made publicly available, the ai 
Policy makes possible the public’s access to any information in the institution’s possession that is not restricted 
by the policy’s exceptions.  This radical policy change has heightened the World Bank’s interactions with the 
public.  it also positively impacted the development community, by broadly encouraging other development 
institutions to adopt similar public access policies, which has helped to push forward the objective of aid 
transparency and accountability. 

making information Publicly accessible
to ensure the successful roll-out of its new ai Policy, the World Bank spent seven months designing and putting 
into place systems and infrastructure to maximize public accessibility by July 1, 2010, the effective date of the 

Open Development 
provides information 
and resources to 
citizens on the issues 
and services
that shape their lives.

Photo: Anne-Marie Leroy
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ai Policy.  one measure that the World Bank took was to create a dedicated public access to information (ai) 
website, which enables the public to directly search and browse nearly 120,000 documents, which includes 
over 56,000 operational documents, over 14,000 legal agreements, and over 37,000 publications and research 
reports.  The database includes 34,000 newly declassified documents, released immediately before the ai Policy’s 
effectiveness and in the first 12 months of its implementation (July 1, 2010 – June 30, 2011, hereinafter 
fY 2011).  

The World Bank’s Documents and reports database received in excess of one million public visits in fY 2011.  
in that time, users viewed more than 4.5 million pages in Documents and reports and downloaded close to 
795,000 files.  

also made available to the public through the ai website are the documents of the World Bank’s Board of 
executive Directors (Board), including its work program and scheduled discussions, and documents publicly 
released before Board discussion (i.e., simultaneously disclosed Board documents).  in fY 2011, the World 
Bank simultaneously disclosed 110 Board documents.  

The ai website also links the public to the World Bank statistics and indicators made available through the 
open  Data site, which the World Bank rolled out in 2010.  as part of its rapidly expanding open Data 
initiative, the World Bank has unlocked the institution’s knowledge and development data for the public’s access 
across the globe.  in the first year of launching the open Data initiative, there were more than 25 million page-
views on the open Data site, where more than 7,000 indicators can be found.

Building on the access to information and the open Data initiatives, in october 2010 the World Bank launched 
the interactive mapping for results platform.  one year into the program, the World Bank in partnership with 
aid-data (www.aiddata.org) has geo-coded and mapped more than 2,500 World Bank financed projects in 
30,000 geographic locations.  Through this platform the public can track how funds are spent, learn about the 
purpose, cost, and results of each World Bank-financed project, and monitor development outcomes – thus 
strengthening transparency and accountability. 

additionally, through the aidflows website (www.aidflows.org) launched in late 2010, the World Bank and the 
organisation for economic co-operation and Development  (oecD) have partnered to make global data on 
aid funding more easily accessible.  aidflows offers new transparency about the flow of development funds from 
countries providing aid resources (donors) to countries receiving these funds (beneficiaries).

Through the World Bank’s adoption of expanded requirements for proactive disclosure of procurement 
information, the World Bank publishes borrower procurement plans and subsequent updates, prior review 
contract award information, and sub-scores of the technical evaluation for the selection of consulting firms.

Providing information on request
in addition to the information that is readily accessible online, the World Bank responds directly to members 
of the public on their individual requests for information.  in fY 2011, the World Bank received 705 public 
access requests.  of the requests that were properly addressed to the World Bank and that provided adequate 
information to enable a response, the World Bank fulfilled (in whole or in part) 89.1 percent, and denied (in 
whole) 10.9 percent.  

The World Bank endeavors to provide a comprehensive response to public access requests within 20 working 
days, recognizing that additional time may be needed for special circumstances, such as complex requests or 
requests that require consultation with internal or external parties.  of the requests completed in fY 2011, 
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78 percent of the cases received comprehensive responses within 20 working days.  The cases that required 
additional time to complete involved circumstances such as: requests revised by the requesters; complex and 
voluminous requests; requests that required extensive review, translations or consultations with internal and 
external parties; and cases held open until the requester could review the documents in person.
  
exercising the Prerogative to disclose restricted information
Under the ai Policy, the World Bank reserves the right to disclose, under exceptional circumstances, certain 
restricted information if it determines that the overall benefits of such disclosure outweigh the potential harm.  
for certain restricted documents, the access to information committee (ai committee) has the authority to 
exercise the prerogative to disclose.  in half of the cases presented to the ai committee for consideration in 
fY11, the ai committee decided to exercise the Bank’s prerogative to disclose the restricted documents.  

appeals
if the World Bank denies a public request for information, the notice of denial informs the requester of the 
opportunity to file an appeal, and provides the requester with an electronic link to easily access and submit the 
ai appeals form.  in fY 2011, the ai committee, which serves as the body that considers first level appeals filed 
under the ai Policy, considered eight appeals.  The ai committee upheld the World Bank’s decision to deny 
access in the eight cases.  in one of the cases, while the denial was not found to be a violation of the ai Policy, the 
ai committee exercised the World Bank’s prerogative to disclose the restricted document.  if the ai committee 
upholds the decision to deny access in appeals alleging a violation of policy, the requester is notified of both 
the ai committee’s decision and the opportunity to file a second level appeal to the ai appeals Board.  The 
requester is given an electronic link, which enables the requester to readily and efficiently access and submit the 
second level appeals form.  in fY 2011, no appeal was filed before the ai appeals Board.

ai Policy interpretations
The ai Policy authorizes the ai committee to make policy interpretations in line with the ai Policy’s guiding 
principles.  in fY 2011, the ai committee made nine ai Policy interpretations.

Profiles and interests of requesters
of the persons submitting requests for information from the World Bank, the top three professional affiliations 
representing requesters are academia/education, non-governmental organization and consultant.  of 192 
requesters surveyed, 52 percent of the requesters are located in the regional locations of europe and central 
asia, and United states and canada, and then followed by the south asia region (14 percent) and africa 
(12 percent).  majority of requests were submitted to the World Bank in english, followed by spanish and 
french.  for those requests that concerned regional information, the africa region received the most interest, 
followed by the south asia region and the Latin america and caribbean region.





review of the Public’s access to information 
in fY 2011

evolution of the World Bank’s approach to information access

on July 1, 2010, the World Bank radically changed its approach to making information available to the public.  
While the World Bank’s efforts to disclose information to the public is not new, the change that took effect in July 
2010 was profound, both for the institution as well as for the broader international development community, as 
it set in motion similar changes that other institutions and partners would adopt for themselves in furtherance 
of aid transparency and accountability.

evolution of the disclosure Policy
The World Bank’s desire to improve public access to the institution’s information began in 1985, with the first 
set of instructions that the World Bank issued to its staff on information disclosure.  Then in 1993, the World 
Bank’s Board of executive Directors (Board) adopted a disclosure policy that reflected the institution’s first 
major change to its disclosure framework, expanding the types of documents made available to the public.  
from then on, the World Bank continued to revisit its disclosure policy about every two years, each time with 
a focus on increasing the information available to the public.  in the mid-2000s, the Board adopted the most 
significant set of changes to its policy up to that time, considerably expanding the list of publicly available 
information, and making the approval process for disclosing Board documents easier.  

Local organizations 
have leveraged the 
AI Policy to monitor 
project procurement 
plans, encourage 
access to information 
initiatives from their 
own governments, and 
conduct reviews of 
reported development 
outcomes.

Photo: Yosef Hadar
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Proposal of a new Policy approach 
notwithstanding the World Bank’s historical efforts, in 2009 the World Bank decided to radically change 
its approach to disclosure, aligning the institution’s own policies with the good governance and transparency 
standards that the World Bank promotes in its work.  The World Bank carried out extensive consultations 
with stakeholders, citizens, representatives of member governments, civil society organizations, private sector, 
academia, international organizations and donor communities in 33 countries.  it solicited feedback directly 
from the public, by publicly posting its concept for the new policy and requesting the public’s input.  

recognizing international best practices, the World Bank decided to propose a new policy that moved away 
from the original framework that only allowed the public to access specific categories of information to a 
framework that allows the public to access any information in the institution’s possession that is not on a list of 
exceptions as set out in the policy (see table 1 below).  additionally, the proposed framework would enable the 
declassification and disclosure of certain restricted information with the passage of time.

table 1.  ai Policy exceptions
 
ten exceptions listed and defined in the ai Policy
1. Personal information
2. communications of executive directors’ offices
3. ethics committee proceedings
4. attorney-client Privileged information
5. information that could compromise security and safety
6. information restricted Under separate disclosure regimes and other investigative information
7. information Provided by member countries or third Parties in confidence
8. corporate administrative matters
9. deliberative information *
10. financial information * 

* eligible for declassification in accordance with ai Policy paragraphs 31-33.

a new Policy on access to information – Preparation
in november 2009, the Board approved the new World Bank Policy on access to information (ai Policy) to take 
effect on July 1, 2010.  The World Bank spent the seven months prior to the ai Policy’s effectiveness preparing 
for implementation.  The preparation work involved putting into place necessary systems and infrastructure, 
as well as carrying out an extensive internal and external training and communications agenda.  This included 
developing an ai Policy statement and guidance materials for staff; developing ancillary policies to ensure 
an effective ai Policy; updating and improving existing information technology systems to handle increased 
public demand for information and to track public access requests; developing a communications plan to raise 
staff, client and public awareness; and carrying out a multi-phase staff training program.  The World Bank also 
continued to partner with leading civil society organizations to seek their views and to work with them to test 
the institution’s readiness to respond to public requests.

staff training and culture change. The ai Policy represents a fundamental change in the way staff and 
the institution regard information.  to ensure that all staff and consultants were well prepared to implement 
this landmark policy, the World Bank implemented an ai training program, which, at its core, requires staff 
to understand how to review each piece of information created or received, to identify relevant ai Policy 
exceptions, and to classify and file the information within the institutional records management systems from 
which it can be made available to requestors. 
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extensive work has been done to ensure the preparedness of all staff through the development of workflows and 
infrastructure, communications, and the provision of both mandatory and specialized training.  The World Bank 
recognizes that culture change will take time and continued effort and, in this respect, the institution is fully 
committed to making this change happen – to ensure that all World Bank staff, officials, partners and clients 
know their respective roles and responsibilities, and support the institution’s commitment to transparency and 
accountability.   

country office outreach. to ensure that staff members are able to implement the ai Policy in all World Bank 
offices worldwide, the World Bank provided its communications and public information staff in-depth training 
before and after the effectiveness of the ai Policy.  World Bank country offices have developed, organized and 
delivered innovative and locally-relevant outreach activities and promotional materials to raise public awareness 
of the ai Policy, including among various constituencies such as academia, civil society, government clients 
and the general public.  communications and public information staff also aid with translations, helping to 
ensure that access is made available to non-english speakers.  They also play an important role in collecting 
and responding to requests for information from individuals who do not have access to the internet, including 
walk-in requests made at country offices (the walk-in requests handled at country offices are separate from those 
requests recorded by the access to information tracking system).  

Local organizations have also leveraged the ai Policy to monitor project procurement plans, encourage access 
to information initiatives from their own governments, and conduct independent reviews of development 
outcomes reported in implementation status reports.  Ghana, Philippines, and Kenya are examples of places 
where local organizations have leveraged the ai Policy to support their work.

table 2 provides a snapshot of the training and learning program that the World Bank implemented to ensure 
institutional readiness for the successful implementation of the ai Policy.

Through the Open 
Data Initiative, the 
World Bank provides 
the public with full, 
open and easy access to 
development statistics 
and indicators in 
multiple languages.

Photo: Julio Pantoja
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table 2.  ai training and learning Program – as of June 30, 2011
training / learning activities no. of events Participants

self Paced learning

mandatory access to information e-learning for iBrd staff continuous  14,452*

ai overview continuous 3,515**

the Policy exceptions and related changes to the World Bank’s records management 
system 

continuous 781**

simultaneous disclosure continuous 505**

Procurement documents Under the ai Policy continuous 283**

implementation support continuous 160**

investment lending to Board continuous 151**

Your role as an ai focal Point continuous 146**

esW and ta continuous 118**

cas Products (cass, cass Progress notes, interim strategy notes) continuous 97**

how to handle ai requests continuous 91**

access to information for World Bank operations – recommended continuous 66

application of the ai Policy to client information continuous 38**

online Webinars

ai Global Webinar series 41 1,889

how to handle ai requests Webinar series (afr, eaP, mna, saP) 5 106

Your role as an ai focal Point Workshops 5 89

how to handle ai requests Webinar for Pic/communications staff 2 18

face-to-face Workshops

on demand face-to-face sessions 12 238***

ai case study for sar co operational and imt staff (conducted from india) 1 ~ 50

ai case study for eca co staff (conducted from Ukraine) 1 ~ 45

specialized ai Policy training for all afr Pic and communications staff (and afdB staff) 
(conducted from dakar, senegal; Pretoria, south africa; and nairobi, kenya)

3 40

specialized ai Policy training for mna, eca, sar and lac Pic and  
communications staff (held in Beirut, lebanon)

1 38

Update on implementation of ai Policy (1-year anniversary) commnet meeting 1 25

inter american development Bank - discussion of ai lessons learned 1 23

meeting with csos  - an Update on ai Policy implementation 1 19

ai Policy – training to the environment, carbon finance management team 1 16

ai Policy training for staff of the attorney General’s office, Government of kenya (held in 
nairobi, kenya)

1 12

ai Policy – operational aspects training  (nairobi, kenya) 1 9

    ai readiness Presentations 36 ****

ai training for specialized Groups ***

communications network (commnet) 2 170

legal vice Presidency 3 111

corporate secretary vice Presidency 5 91

executive directors’ offices 9 96

archives Unit and infoshop 1 16

Your role as an ai focal Point Workshops 2 40

*this represents completion of the mandatory training by 99.4% of iBrd staff (plus relevant contractors). **number of online views.  ***Participant numbers for 
the on-demand training and the list of specialized training are not all inclusive.  on-demand training sessions were delivered in the quarter before July 1, 2010, 
which would bring the number well over the 750-plus participants. ****these sessions were carried out at hQ for hQ staff and country office staff, worldwide, 
through videoconference.  though the events were well attended, the participant numbers are not given because participants were not uniformly recorded.   
~ numbers so designated are estimates.
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The World Bank’s efforts to make information Publicly accessible

ai Website
to ensure the principles of the ai Policy are successfully translated into real benefits for the public, the World 
Bank created a dedicated website from which the public can easily access World Bank documents and data.  
Through the dedicated ai website, the public can access the World Bank’s lending projects from 1947 to 
the present, and approximately 120,000 documents that are catalogued in the World Bank’s Documents and 
reports (D&r) database.  The D&r database includes over 56,000 project documents, over 14,000 legal 
agreements, and over 37,000 publications and research reports.  During the first 12 months of the ai Policy’s 
implementation (July 1, 2010 – June 30, 2011, hereinafter fY 2011), the D&r database received more than 
1,020,000 public visits, and users viewed more than 4.5 million pages and downloaded approximately 795,000 
documents.

newly released documents
in the period immediately before the ai Policy’s effectiveness and in fY 2011, the World Bank declassified 
and made public over 34,000 documents.  This includes the batch release of more than 18,600 documents in 
June 2010.  The batch release consisted of more than 14,200 project documents, 4,100 economic and sector 
work reports, and 260 country focus reports.  following the ai Policy’s effectiveness, in fY 2011, the World 
Bank proactively declassified and released nearly 15,500 additional documents that were previously restricted.  
table 3 provides a breakdown of the numbers and types of documents publicly released in fY 2011, and the 
total documents accessible in the D&r database as of June 30, 2011. 

table 3. Publicly released documents in fY 2011
document type Publicly released in 

fY 2011
total documents accessible by the Public in d&r 

 as of June 30, 2011

country focus reports 95 1,598

Board documents 492 2,228

economic and sector Work reports 319 7,617

Project documents 8,542 56,452

legal documents 1,870 14,489

Publications & research reports 4,164 37,255

total 15,482 119,639

early release of Board documents
consistent with the World Bank’s previous disclosure policy, the ai Policy recognizes that papers distributed 
to the Board for discussion or consideration are normally posted at the end of the Board’s deliberative process, 
once they have been finalized.  With the ai Policy, the World Bank introduced the possibility of disclosing 
operational policy papers, sector strategy papers, country assistance strategy papers (cass), Project appraisal 
Documents (PaDs) and Program Documents (PDs) before Board discussion (see ai Policy, paragraph 23(b)).   
The early release of Board documents is commonly referred to as “simultaneous disclosure.”  cass, PaDs, and 
PDs may be simultaneously disclosed before Board discussion if the client gives its written consent to such early 
disclosure.  as part of the ai Policy’s roll out, World Bank staff took action to notify clients of this possibility, 
and to encourage simultaneous disclosures.  simultaneously disclosed Board documents are posted in the D&r 
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database, as well as a dedicated simultaneous Disclosure webpage.  members of the public who are interested 
in receiving notice on simultaneously disclosed Board documents may subscribe to the sD newsletter, which 
alerts subscribers whenever a new document has been released.  in fY 2011, the World Bank simultaneously 
disclosed 110 Board documents before Board discussion.  appendix a of this report provides a complete list of 
the Board documents that were simultaneously disclosed in fY 2011.

Publicly released Board records  
additionally, the ai website notifies the public of newly released and recently declassified documents, and the 
Board’s work program and scheduled discussions.  table 4 provides a breakdown of the Board records that were 
publicly released in fY 2011.

table 4. Publicly released Board records in fY 2011 
type of  

Board record
July -  

september
2010

october -
december

2010

January -
march
2011

april -
June
2011

fY 2011 
total

Board minutes 24 14 32 47 117

summings Up 14 9 7 11 41

summaries of 
discussion

10 21 17 24 72

Green sheet 
summaries

1 1 2 12 16

committee minutes 5 9 7 3 24

committee annual 
reports 

n/a 4 1 0 5

total 54 58 66 97 275

open data initiative
The ai website also links the public to the open Data initiative, which the World Bank began in 2010.  The open 
Data initiative provides the public with free, open and easy access to previously restricted development statistics 
and indicators, with a view that open data can increase transparency and accountability, improve efficiency and 
effectiveness and create economic opportunity.  Through the open Data initiative, the World Bank has released 
one of the most comprehensive databases on developing economies, comprising more than 7,000 indicators.  
The Bank is also making data more accessible through partnerships with Google and microsoft, through the use 
of applications, and the translation of certain data into multiple languages.  in the first year of launching the 
open Data initiative, there have been more than 25 million page views on the open Data site.  to browse for 
data, visit http://data.worldbank.org/. 

mapping for results
in furtherance of the institution’s objective to make development information easily accessible by and useful 
for the public, the World Bank also launched the mapping for results platform, in partnership with aidData.  
The mapping for results platform makes it possible for the public to locate projects on an interactive map, see 
how funds are spent, and learn about the purpose, cost, and results of each World Bank project.  more than 
30,000 geographic locations have been geo-coded for more than 2,500 World Bank-financed projects, enabling 
interactive maps that show project locations at the subnational level for all 79 international Development 
association (iDa) countries.  for select countries, the platform provides disaggregated poverty and human 
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development data – for example, data on infant mortality rates, maternal health and malnutrition – that can 
be combined with geographic information of World Bank activities at the sub-national level.  The mapping for 
results platform serves to support better monitoring of project impact on people, improve aid effectiveness and 
coordination, enhance transparency and social accountability, and empower citizens and other stakeholders by 
supporting their ability to provide direct feedback on project results. 
 
aidflows
Through the aidflows website (www.aidflows.org) launched in late 2010, the World Bank and the oecD 
have partnered to make global data on aid funding more easily accessible.  aidflows offers new transparency 
about the flow of development funds from countries providing aid resources (donors) to countries receiving 
these funds (beneficiaries).  The site targets policymakers seeking summary information on where aid resources 
come from and how they are being used.  aidflows presents data in a visual, intuitive format, helping to inform 
the global dialogue about development aid, covering World Bank Group information, including funding from 
donor-supported trust funds.  The asian Development Bank has recently decided to join the World Bank and 
the oecD to display their financial information on the site. 

Proactive disclosure of project procurement information
The World Bank’s Guidelines: Procurement of Goods, Works, and non-consulting services (Procurement 
Guidelines) and Guidelines: selection and employment of consultants (consultant Guidelines) applicable to 
procurement under iBrD loans and iDa credits and grants by the World Bank borrowers were revised in January 
2011.  among other things, the revisions expanded the existing proactive disclosure of procurement information 
requirements.  The additional disclosure requirements now include publication of borrower procurement plans 
and their subsequent updates on the World Bank external website to increase public awareness about upcoming 
business opportunities.  to increase transparency of borrowers’ award decisions, required publications on the 
World Bank’s external website includes prior review contract award information, and sub-scores of the technical 
evaluation for the selection of consulting firms.

Photo: Bakti Kusumaningrum

The World Bank has 
expanded proactive 
disclosures of 
project procurement 
information, 
increasing public 
awareness about 
upcoming business 
opportunities.
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The World Bank’s response to Public requests for information 

Public requests for information
in addition to the World Bank’s proactive disclosures and extensive efforts to make information readily accessible 
to the public online, the World Bank releases information to the public on request.  access to information 
requests are handled by the institution’s archives Unit, infoshop and Public information centers (Pics).  in 
fY 2011, the World Bank received 705 public access requests.  table 5 below shows the breakdown of the public 
access requests by quarters and the institutional units that handled the requests.  in considering whether the 
volume of public access requests has increased with the introduction of the ai Policy, notably in fY 2011, the 
archives Unit received 506 requests for handling; this represents a 42 percent increase compared to fY 2010, 
when the archives Unit received 357 requests for handling.

table 5.  Public requests for information received by the World Bank in fY 2011
July– 

september 
2010

october–
december

2010

January– 
march 
2011

april– 
June 
2011

totals

archives 109 132 118 147 506

infoshop/Pics 45 29 55 70 199*

total 154 161 173 217 705 

* of the 199 cases, 125 were handled by infoshop and 74 by country office Pics.

requests completed in fY 2011
of the 705 requests received in fY 2011, 589 (83.5%) were completed by June 30, 2011.  of the completed 
requests, 349 were properly addressed to the World Bank and provided adequate information to enable the 
World Bank to respond.  The remaining completed requests involved: (a) 153 requests for which the World 
Bank sought more information from the requesters to enable the requests to be fulfilled, but the requesters were 
unresponsive; (b) 18 requests for information governed by other disclosure policies or regimes (i.e., independent 
evaluation Group (three requests), Department of institutional integrity (three requests), international center 
for the settlement of investment Disputes (three requests), international finance corporation (seven requests), 
multilateral investment Guarantee agency (one request), international monetary fund (one request)); 
(c)  39 requests referred to specialized units for handling – which included 38 requests for data handled through 
the open Data initiative - Data finder (discussed on page 13 of this report), and  one request for film handled 
by eXt, corporate communications Unit (eXtcc); and (d) 30 requests for which the documents were not 
found in the World Bank’s custody.  With respect to requests that require more information from the requesters 
to fulfill (e.g., very generic or broad requests), when such requests are received, the front-line staff (i.e., archives, 
infoshop/Pic) contact the requestors to identify a more precise request; in some instances, following such 
dialogue the requesters find the information directly online (through the D&r database).  table 6 provides a 
breakdown of how completed cases were resolved in 2011.
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table 6.  resolution of completed requests in fY 2011
of the completed requests

requests fulfilled 
or 

denied

additional 
information 

needed 
– requester 

Unresponsive

covered by 
other disclosure 

Policy/regime
or information 
held by other 
organizations

referred to World 
Bank data finder 

or eXtcc

records not 
found in   

World Bank 
custody

archives 409 284 65 13 20 27

infoshop/Pics 180 65 88 5 19 3

total 589 349 153 18 39 30

requests fulfilled or denied in fY 2011
of the 349 cases that were properly addressed to the World Bank and had adequate information to enable the 
World Bank to respond, 89.1 percent (311 cases) were fulfilled in whole or in part, and 10.9 percent (38 cases) 
were denied in whole.  of the 14 requests fulfilled in part: (a) 10 were denied in part because the information 
is restricted by an ai Policy exception; (b) two could not be fulfilled in part because the records were not found 
in the World Bank’s custody; and (c) two could not be fulfilled in part because the requester did not respond to 
the World Bank’s request for additional information to enable the request to be fulfilled.  

of the 10 requests that were fulfilled and denied in part, the partial denials were for the following reasons: 
(a) eight requests were denied in part because the information requested is covered by the ai Policy’s Deliberative 
information exception; and (b) two were denied in part because the information requested is covered by the 
ai Policy’s corporate administrative matters exception, including one that is also covered by the Personal 
information exception.   table 7 provides a breakdown of the requests that were either fulfilled or denied in 
whole or in part.

table 7.  requests fulfilled / denied in fY 2011
total requests  

fulfilled or denied
of the requests that were fulfilled/denied

requests fulfilled
(in whole)

requests fulfilled
(in part)

requests denied
(in whole)

archives 284 (81.4%) 243 13 28

infoshop/Pics 65 (18.6%)   54 1 10

total            349 (100%) 297  (85.1%)* 14  (4.0%)* 38  (10.9%)
 

* the Bank fulfilled – in whole and in part – a total of 311 cases (89.1% of the total number of requests fulfilled or denied).
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table 8 provides a breakdown of the reasons for all denials issued in fY 2011.

table 8.  reasons for denials (in whole and in part) issued in fY 2011
archives Unit infoshop/Pics total

number of denied 
requests

37 11 48*

denial Based on ai 
Policy exception

Personal information 1** 1 1

information Provided by member countries or 
third Parties in confidence

3*** 1 4

corporate administrative matters 4 3 8

deliberative information 27 5 32

denial 
for

other reasons

Prerogative to restrict access 2 -- 2

no reason Given for denial -- 1 1****

* as discussed above, 38 cases were denied in whole, and 10 additional cases were denied in part, because the requested information was restricted by an 
ai Policy exception.

** the requested information in this case is also covered by the corporate administrative matters exception.
*** includes one request for information also covered by the deliberative information exception.
**** in this case, the exception justifying the denial was not specified in the response sent to the requester; this was due to an oversight.  however, the case notes 

reflect that the requested information is covered by one or more of the ai Policy exceptions, and therefore, the denial was made in accordance with the 
ai Policy.

timeliness of World Bank response
The ai Policy states that the World Bank endeavors to provide a comprehensive response to requests within 
20 working days, recognizing that additional time may be needed for special circumstances, such as complex 
requests or requests that require consultation with internal or external parties.  of the 589 completed requests 
received in fY 2011, the World Bank provided comprehensive responses to 78 percent of the cases within 
20 working days; these cases took an average of 8.8 working days to complete.  for cases that required more than 
20 working days to complete, the cases took an average of 48.9 working days to complete.  table 9 provides a 
snapshot of the timeliness of the cases completed in fY 2011.

table 9. time required to issue final response – cases completed in fY 2011
final response time completed cases Percentage

Within 20 Working days 459         78%

more than 20 Working days 130      22%

total comPleted reQUests 589 100%

of the 116 requests that remained under consideration at the end of fY 2011, 26 were carried over from the first 
three quarters of fY 2011 (July 1, 2010 – march 30, 2011), and all were complex and thus required additional 
time to process.  of the remaining 90 requests that were received in the fourth quarter of fY 2011 (april 1 – 
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June 30, 2011), 20 requests were beyond the 20 working day standard at the end of fY 2011; the remaining 
70 requests were received on or after June 5, 2011 and, thus, had not exceeded the 20 working day standard.  

reasons for additional response time
of the 130 requests that required additional time to complete in fY 2011, the archives Unit handled 109 of the 
cases, and the infoshop/Pics handled 21 of the cases.  The cases involved the following circumstances:
 
� required extensive review by the archives Unit;

� required digitization or translation;

� Were complex and/or voluminous;

� required consultations with relevant business units and/or external parties, including member countries 
and/or the requesters;

� Were referred to the ai committee and/or the Board for consideration;

� required the World Bank to seek additional information from the requesters in order to fulfill the 
requests, but the requesters were unresponsive;

� required reopening the request because the requester modified the original request by adding additional 
documents to the request;

� required the requesters to visit the World Bank archives Unit in person (such cases are held open until 
the requesters have physically accessed the documents indentified as responsive to the requests);

� encountered technical difficulties with the access to information systems during the early stages of the 
ai Policy implementation, especially in country offices; 

� involved changes in staffing; and/or

� missed case assignment notification by staff.

In FY 2011, the 
World Bank’s 
Documents and 
Reports database 
received more than 
one million public 
visits, with more than 
4.5 million pages 
viewed.

Photo: Gennadiy Ratushenko
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The World Bank’s exercise of its Prerogative to Disclose restricted 
information

Under the ai Policy, the World Bank reserves the right, in 
exceptional circumstances, to disclose information covered 
by the Corporate Administrative Matters, Deliberative 
Information, and Financial Information (other than banking 
and billing) exceptions if the World Bank determines that 
the benefit of disclosure would outweigh the potential 
harm to the interests protected by the exceptions (ai Policy, 
paragraph 18).  The ai  committee has authority to 
exercise this World Bank prerogative to disclose in 
respect to documents covered by these exceptions, if the 
documents are not Board papers or Board records classified 
as “confidential” or “strictly confidential” or information 
provided to the World Bank by a member country or third 
party in confidence.  for Board papers or records classified 
as “confidential” or “strictly confidential,” the Board 
holds the authority to exercise the prerogative to disclose.  
if the information was provided to the World Bank by a 
member country or third party in confidence, such party 
would need to consent to the disclosure.

in fY 2011, the ai committee considered 20 public access requests for this purpose.  eighteen of the requests 
were made by the general public, one was made by a judicial entity, and one was put forth to the World Bank 
by a bilateral aid agency.  The ai committee exercised the prerogative to disclose in the following 10 cases 
(50 percent) involving documents covered by the Corporate Administrative Matters, Deliberative Information 
and/or Financial Information (other than banking and billing) ai Policy exceptions:

�  rwanda - structural adjustment credit (credit 2271-rW) – deliberative documents concerning the 
proceeds disbursed pursuant to this credit;

�  Jordan Public sector review, report 19664; 

�  regional trading arrangements and beyond: exploring some options for south asia – theory, empirics 
and policy;   

�  Ghana Urban Water sector reform Project (Po56256); 

�  sanitation improvements in Kabul city financed by the World Bank Project: co-composting Pilot 
plant at chamtala Dumpsite;

�  iBrD Board Policy statement, December 14, 1993, regarding the iBrD’s policy towards granting 
waivers of the negative pledge in lending transactions; 

�  Public expenditure review regarding Ghana; 

�  PowerPoint presentation, titled Enabling Environment for Civil Society in CDD Projects; 

Photo: Tran Thi Hoa 
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�  communications regarding the chad-cameroon Pipeline Project; and

�  andhra Pradesh forestry Project (1994-2000), maharashtra forestry Project (1992-1998), and andhra 
Pradesh community forest management Project.

of the ten cases that the ai committee did not exercise the prerogative to disclose, eight cases involved 
documents covered by one or more of the following ai Policy exceptions: Security and Safety, Information 
Provided by Member Countries or Third Parties in Confidence, Corporate Administrative Matters, Deliberative 
Information, and Financial Information.  With respect to the documents covered by the security and safety 
exception or by the Information Provided by Member Countries or Third Parties in Confidence exception, the 
ai committee recognized that, pursuant to the ai Policy, the prerogative to disclose may not be applied to 
information restricted by these exceptions.  The last two cases for which the ai committee did not exercise the 
prerogative to disclose involved information that are less than five years old and/or concern an open operation.   
appendix B of this report sets forth the cases that the ai committee considered in fY 2011 for the exercise of 
the prerogative to disclose.

appeals filed in fY 2011

one of the guiding principles of the ai Policy is to recognize a requester’s right to an appeals process if the 
requester is denied access to information by the World Bank.  if the World Bank denies a requester’s request for 
information, the World Bank directly informs the requester of his/her right to file an appeal, and the provides 
the requester with an electronic link for easy access to, and submission of, the ai appeals form, which would 
be considered by the ai committee, as the body that considers first level appeals.  similarly, if the first level of 
appeal results in a finding that the World Bank did not violate the ai Policy and the decision to deny access 
is upheld, the requester is directly informed of his/her right to file a second level appeal before the ai appeals 
Board, and is provided an electronic link for easy access to, submission of, the second level appeals form, which 
would be considered by the ai appeals Board.  appeals may also be sent by mail.

a requester may file an appeal if he/she is able to:  (a) establish a case that the World Bank has violated the 
ai Policy by improperly or unreasonably restricting access to information that it would normally disclose under 
the ai Policy (“violation of policy”); or (b) make a public interest case to override the ai Policy’s exceptions 
that restrict the disclosure of certain information, such information being limited to corporate administrative 
matters, deliberative information and financial information (other than banking and billing) (“public interest”) 
(ai Policy, paragraph 36).  

ai committee
The ai committee serves as the first level of appeal for those appeals alleging a violation of policy, and as 
the first and final level of appeal for those appeals asserting a public interest.  in fY 2011, the ai committee 
considered and ruled on eight appeals.  (two of the eight appeals were heard in fY 2011, but were actually 
concluded in early July 2011; in the interest of complete reporting, the two cases are included in this report.)  
The ai committee upheld the World Bank’s decision to deny access in the eight cases.  in one of the cases, 
while the denial was not found to be a violation of the ai Policy, the ai committee exercised the World Bank’s 
prerogative to disclose the restricted document.  The ai committee makes its best efforts to reach a decision 
within 45 working days of receiving the appeal (ai Policy, paragraph 37).  in fY 2011, the ai committee took 
an average of 41.1 working days to issue its decisions.  The appeals filed before the ai committee in fY 2011 
are listed in appendix c, and the core portions of the decisions on the eight appeals are set out in appendix D 
of this report.  
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ai appeals Board
The ai appeals Board serves as the second and final level of appeal for those appeals alleging a violation of 
policy.  no appeal was filed before the ai appeals Board in fY 2011.

interpretations of the ai Policy

The ai Policy provides that the ai committee “has the authority to interpret this Policy in line with the Policy’s 
guiding principles” (ai Policy, paragraph 35).  in fY 2011, the ai committee issued nine interpretations 
related to the ai Policy (the ninth interpretation was made in august 2011, after the fY 2011 reporting period, 
but is included in the interest of full reporting.)   appendices e and f of this report set out the ai Policy 
interpretations issued by the ai committee.

Profiles and interests of requesters

requesters are not required to identify themselves, and as a matter of practice, the World Bank does not identify 
requesters when considering their requests or for any other purpose.  Personal information regarding individual 
requesters is only available to parties who are involved in handling the respective requests.  requesters, however, 
are given the opportunity to indicate their affiliation when filing a request.  to better understand the members 
of the public who request information from the World Bank and how the institution may better serve them, 
the World Bank also conducted a survey in 2011 directed to all members of the public who had electronically 
submitted a public access request to the World Bank in fY 2011 (2011 ai survey).  respondents of the survey 
provided information about their demographics (i.e., professional affiliations, geographical location) and the 
topics related to their information requests.  The data provided below are gathered from the request submission 
forms and the 2011 ai survey.

Professional affiliations of requesters – information Provided with request submission  
table 10 below gives some indication of the requesters’ profiles in fY 2011.  according to the requesters’ self 
classification (based on their selection when submitting their information requests), the top three professional 
affiliations representing requesters are academia/education (51.5 percent), non-governmental organization 
(14.3 percent) and consultant (7.9 percent).

table 10.  requesters’ affiliations in fY 2011
affiliations requesters Percentage

academia / education 363 51.5%

non-Governmental organization 101 14.3%

consultant 56 7.9%

Business or Private enterprise 44 6.2%

Government 33 4.7%

development agency 23 3.3%

media 18 2.6%

legal 7 1.0%

association 5 0.7%

other 43 6.1%

not specified by requester 12 1.7%

total 705 100%
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Professional affiliations of requesters – 2011 ai survey
chart 1 provides a snapshot of the requesters’ professional affiliations as indicated by 204 respondents of the 
2011 ai survey.  Based on the survey responses, academia/education continued to top the list (50 percent), 
followed by non-governmental / civil society organization (14 percent), and business or private enterprise 
(12 percent).

chart 1.  requesters’ Professional affiliations (204 survey respondents) 

 
Geographical locations of Persons requesting information from the World Bank
as part of the 2011 ai survey, persons who had requested information from the World Bank were asked 
about their geographical location; 192 respondents answered the question.  chart 2 provides a breakdown of 
the respondents’ geographical locations by the following regional categories: europe and central asia (eca); 
United states and canada; south asia region (sar); africa (afr); Latin america and caribbean region (Lcr); 
east asia and Pacific (eaP); australia and new Zealand; and middle east and north africa (mna).  fifty-
two percent of the survey respondents are located in the two regional categories of eca, and United states and 
canada.  sar and afr followed, respectively representing the locations of 14 percent and 12 percent of the 
survey respondents.

With respect to the regional categories that consist, in part, of borrower countries: 88 percent of the survey 
respondents from the mna region are located in borrower countries; 64 percent of the survey respondents 
from the eaP region are located in borrower countries, and 21 percent of the survey respondents from the eca 
region are located in borrower countries.

50% academic/education

14% non-governmental organization/civil society organization

12% Business or private enterprise

  6% development agency

  6% Government

  4% other

  3% other international organization

  2% consultants

  2% media

  1% legal
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chart 2.  Geographical location of requesters (192 survey respondents)

language of requests
of the 705 public access requests received in fY 2011, 11.6 percent were in languages other than english. 
table 11 shows the languages in which the requests were communicated.

table 11.  language in which requests were received by the World Bank: fY 2011
language of requests requesters

english 623

spanish 37 

french 13 

arabic 12

Portuguese 9

russian 7

chinese 4

total 705

 

 

31% europe and central asia

21% United states and canada

14% south asia

12% africa

  7% latin america and caribbean

  6% east asia and Pacific   
 
  5% australia and new Zealand

  4% middle east and north africa
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requesters’ interests

for those requests that concerned regional information, afr received the most interest, followed by sar and 
Lcr.  table 12 provides a breakdown (as relevant) of the requests that involved regional information.

table 12.  requests related to regional information: fY 2011
regions requested information

africa 160

south asia 93

latin american and caribbean 89

east asia and Pacific 82

europe and central asia 59

middle east and north africa 35

not indicated by the requester when submitting the request 187

total 705

The 2011 ai survey also sought to ascertain requesters’ areas of interest by asking the requesters what topics 
relate to the information that they had requested.  The survey question received responses from 181 requesters, 
who made 427 selections of topics related to their requests.  chart 3 below provides a breakdown of the survey 
responses on the topics of information that had been requested in fY 2011.

chart 3.  requesters’ areas of interest – requested information by topics (181 survey respondents) 

13% finance 

11% other

10% agriculture, fishing and forestry

10% Public administration, law and justice

10% energy and mining

10% Water, sanitation and flood protection

  9% industry and trade

  8% education

  7% transportation

  6% health and other social services

  6% information and communications
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Looking forward

in fY 2011, the World Bank took landmark steps to make information accessible by the public, and to globally 
promote transparency and accountability.  Within the World Bank, improving overall staff knowledge and 
consistency in records management continue to be crucial areas of focus.   culture change, both in and outside 
the World Bank, will take time and continued effort.  The World Bank confirms its commitment to moving 
this agenda forward.  

in looking forward, the World Bank will consider ways of not only maximizing the amount of information 
available to the public but also ways to improve its ability to meet the public’s information needs.  in early 2012, 
the World Bank will review and report to the Board on the first 18 months of the ai Policy’s implementation.
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aPPenDiX a.  Board Documents released Before Board Discussion in fY 2011

no. report no. title
1. 55863-UY Uruguay – country Partnership strategy

2. 54265-Pa Panama – country Partnership strategy (fY2011-fY2014)

3. 54690-lB lebanon – country Partnership strategy

4. 54939-UY Uruguay – Policy notes.  challenges and opportunities, 2010-2015

5. 53781-UY Uruguay – first Programmatic Public sector, competitiveness, and social inclusion development Policy loan

6. 55045-BZ Belize – municipal development Project – Project appraisal document

7. 52907-Br Brazil – santa catarina rural competitiveness Project – Project appraisal document

8. 52m314-Br Brazil – rio de Janeiro renovating and strengthening Public management (Pro Gestao) technical assistance

9. 54858-Pe Peru – fourth Programmatic fiscal management and competitiveness development Policy loan – Program 
document

10. 55038-tr turkey – third teias Project – adaptable Program lending – Phase 6

11. 56276-mZ mozambique – spatial development Planning technical assistance Project – Project appraisal document

12. 53927-GY Guyana – improving teacher education Project – Project appraisal document

13. 52670-Xk kosovo:  first sustainable employment development Policy operation (sedPo1) – Program document

14. 54172-lk sri lanka – small and medium enterprise development facility Project – Project appraisal document

15. 55592-GZ West Bank and Gaza:  Palestinian reform and development Plan development Policy Grant iii – Program document

16. 56277-BY Belarus – Post-chernobyl recovery Project – additional financing – Project Paper

17. 50987-Br Brazil – sao Paulo trains and signaling Project – additional financing – Project Paper

18. 56032-Pk Pakistan – karachi Port improvement Project – Project appraisal document

19. 56431-mZ mozambique – health commodity security Project – Project appraisal document

20. 58644-sZ swaziland – local Government Project

21. 57191-co colombia – national macroproyectos social interest Program Project

22. 57094-Gh Ghana – Gas and oil capacity Building Project

23. 56179-ht haiti – Post disaster Partial credit Guarantee Program support Project

24. 57871-ar argentina – norte Grande Water infrastructure Project

25. 56144-ar argentina – second essential Public health functions and Programs Project

26. 57927-Ye Yemen – Public finance modernization Project

27. 54311-co colombia – rio Bogota environmental recuperation and flood control Project

28. 57016-mZ mozambique – seventh Poverty reduction support credit operation Program

29. 55649-Ye Yemen – Private sector Growth and social Protection development Policy Grant

30. 53342-rU russian federation – financial education and financial literacy Project

31. 57622-tP timor-leste – second chance education Project

32. 57609-rU russian federation – Preservation and Promotion of cultural heritage Project

33. 56199-ni nicaragua – Public financial management modernization Project

34. 56262-ni nicaragua – improving community and family health care services Project

35. 57459-PY Paraguay – energy sector strengthening Project

36. 55039-vn vietnam – higher education development Policy Program Project second operation

37. 55859-mX mexico – additional financing for the support to oportunidades Project

38. 55893-Bt Bhutan – first development Policy credit

39. 57109-sc seychelles – second development Policy loan Project

40. 56577-Bt Bhutan – country Partnership strategy for the period fY11-14
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no. report no. title
41. 57323-mX mexico – low-carbon development loan Program

42. 56788-kZ kazakhstan – alma electricity transmission Project

43. 56405-hn honduras – interim strategy note

44. 50292-Br Brazil – integrated solid Waste management and carbon finance Project

45. 55030-Ge Georgia – additional financing for regional and municipal infrastructure development Project

46. 51581-Br Brazil – integrated health and Water management Project

47. 60332-cn china – Guangdong Green freight demonstration Project

48. 59842-kZ kazakhstan – strengthening the national statistical system of kazakhstan Project

49. 58791-ar argentina – second norte Grande Water infrastructure Project

50. 58590-Bi Burundi – additional financing for the road sector development Project

51. 59311-Pk Pakistan – flood emergency cash transfer Project

52. 59529-Gh Ghana – skills and technology development Project

53. 57623-BJ Benin – support to the Protected areas management Project

54. 57046-tG togo – Private sector development support Project

55. 58267-ke kenya – informal settlements improvement Project

56. 59138-Pk Pakistan – sindh education sector Project:  additional financing

57. 59153-Pk Pakistan – tertiary education support Project

58. 59039-Gh Ghana – local Government capacity support Project

59. 58075-rW rwanda – country assistance strategy Progress report

60. 59383-Jm Jamaica – energy security and efficiency enhancement Project

61. 575237-rW rwanda – third community living standards credit Program

62. 59604-lc saint-lucia – hurricane tomas emergency recovery Project

63. 59590-mZ mozambique – Proirri sustainable irrigation development Project

64. 56633-GW Guinea-Bissau – Biodiversity conservation Project

65. 58227-Br Brazil – rio de Janeiro metropolitan Urban and housing development Program

66. 55663-UZ Uzbekistan – talimarjan transmission Project

67. 52875-sZ swaziland – health, hiv/aids and tB Project

68. 59201-ar argentina – Basic Protection Project – additional financing 

69. 53729-Bd Bangladesh – Private sector development support Project

70. 52785-UZ Uzbekistan – syrdarya Water supply Project

71. 56512-Bd Bangladesh – Padma multipurpose Bridge Project

72. 54488-ar argentina – third national communication to the United nations framework convention on climate change 
Project

73. 57989-cl chile – country Partnership strategy for the period fY11-fY16

74. 57116-Pk Pakistan – additional financing for the second improvement  to financial reporting and auditing Project

75. 56243-ni nicaragua – social Protection Project

76. 56604-km comoros – economic Governance technical assistance Project

77. 58182-ht haiti – cholera emergency response Project

78. 56481-Pk Pakistan – khyber Pakhtunkhwa (kP) and federally administered tribal areas (fata) emergency recovery Project

79. 58443-vc st. vincent and the Grenadines – hurricane tomas emergency recovery Project

80. 59698-GZ West Bank and Gaza - Palestinian national cash transfer Program (PnctP) Project

81. 57333-mr mauritania - skills development support Project

82. 54973-Yf serbia - second Public expenditure development Policy loan Program
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no. report no. title
83. 59171-ne niger - Urban Water and sanitation Project

84. 58504-ar argentina - Provincial Public health insurance development Project report 

85. 60608-PG Papua new Guinea - second roads maintenance and rehabilitation Project

86. 59664-ne niger - second hiv/aids support Project

87. 59630-af afghanistan - new market development Project

88. 61274-Ph Philippines - country assistance strategy progress report

89. 61285-tP timor-leste - road climate resilience Project

90. 60828-mr mauritania - second mining sector capacity Building Project

91. 59843-Gh Ghana - third agriculture development Policy operation Program

92. 60339-Bi Burundi - country assistance strategy progress report

93. 59170-Ph Philippines - first development Policy loan to foster more inclusive Growth Program

94. 60776-cn china - additional financing for the fujian highway sector investment Project

95. 59979-Bd Bangladesh - health, nutrition, and Population sector development Program Project

96. 60727-cG republic of congo - country partnership strategy : progress report

97. 59384-eca central asia - hydrometeorology modernization Project

98. 60791-ne niger - second Growth Policy reform credit

99. 59800-rW rwanda - transport sector development Project additional financing

100. 61495-hn honduras - additional financing for nutrition and social Protection Project

101. 51576-lac oecs countries - adaptable Program loan of the eastern caribbean energy regulatory authority Program Project

102. 60062-Xk kosovo - financial sector strengthening and markets infrastructure Project : restructuring

103. 59869-cm cameroon - second additional financing for the cemac transport and transit facilitation Project : restructuring

104. 61650-lac oecs countries - disaster vulnerability reduction Project

105. 60099-Bf Burkina faso - Bagre Growth Pole Project

106. 60452-kG kyrgyz republic - additional financing for the second on-farm irrigation Project

107. 59897-Gd oecs countries - Grenada safety net advancement Project

108. 47917-hn honduras - second Phase of the land administration Program Project

109. 60321-Bd Bangladesh - third Primary education development Program (PedPiii)

110. 59014-Br Brazil - federal integrated Water sector-interaguas Project
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aPPenDiX B.  cases considered for the exercise of the World Bank Prerogative 
to Disclose restricted information

case no.  
requested information

ai Policy exception(s) exercise of the World Bank’s 
Prerogative to disclose 
restricted information

1. ai 0197
attachments to the access to information staff 
handbook

corporate administrative 
matters

no*
[*note: following the World Bank’s 
refinement of the attachments to reflect 
more developed work flow processes, 
the ai committee authorized, in april 
2011, the release of attachments a and 
c of the ai handbook.]

2. rwanda structural adjustment credit (credit 2271-
rW)*
[*note: the request for documents was made by a 
judicial entity.]

deliberative Yes

3. ai0294 
attachments to the access to information  staff 
handbook

corporate administrative 
matters

no*
[* note:  see note in line 1 above.]

4. ai0229 
Jordan Public sector review report 19664

deliberative Yes

5. ai0262 
iBrd/ida integrated risk monitoring report ac2009-
0131

corporate administrative 
matters;
deliberative information;
financial information; security 
and safety*
[*note: although the request 
was initially denied based on 
the deliberative information 
exception, upon appeal, the ai 
committee identified  the other 
ai Policy exceptions as listed in 
this table.]

no

6. ai0287 
World Bank building documents between 1945-1979 

corporate administrative 
matters; security and safety  
[*note: although the request 
was initially denied based on 
the corporate administrative 
matters exception, upon appeal, 
the ai committee identified the 
application of the security and 
safety exception.]

7. ai0300 
Ghana Urban Water sector reform Project (Po56256)

deliberative information Yes

8. ai0352 
regional trading arrangements and beyond: exploring 
some options for south asia - theory, empirics and 
policy

deliberative information Yes

9. ai0365 
management and evaluation within the Plano 
Plurianual: institutionalization without impact

deliberative information n/a* 
[*note:  following the ai committee’s 
consideration of these requests, 
the requests were referred to the 
archives Unit to process according 
to the procedures adopted by the 
ai committee, as set out as Policy 
interpretation #4 of  this report.]
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case no.  
requested information

ai Policy exception(s) exercise of the World Bank’s 
Prerogative to disclose 
restricted information

10. ai0366 
management and evaluation within the Plano 
Plurianual:  institutionalization Without impact

deliberative information n/a* 
[*note: see note in line 9 above.]

11. ai0374 
sanitation improvements in kabul city financed by 
the World Bank Project: co-composting Pilot plant at 
chamtala dumpsite

deliberative information Yes

12. ai0396 
oman: development of human resources at 
crossroads

deliberative information no

13. ai0514 
iBrd Board Policy statement, december 14, 1993, 
regarding the iBrd's policy towards granting waivers 
of the negative pledge in lending transactions

deliberative information Yes

14. ai0495 
mexico: an evaluation of the economic value of Water

deliberative information no*
[*note: although the ai committee 
decided not to exercise the World Bank’s 
prerogative to disclose in this case, the 
requester was referred to two public 
documents that reflect the key results 
from the restricted documents.]

15. ai0545 
Public expenditure review, 1992-1994 undertaken 
by the West africa department of the World Bank” 
regarding Ghana

deliberative information Yes

16. ai0318 
Project reports and architectural drawings and 
design reports for the Gvnh dili, oecussi, maliana and 
maubisse hospitals related to P072648 – timor-leste 
second health sector rehabilitation and development 
Project

information Provided by 
member countries or third 
Parties in confidence;
deliberative information

no

17. ai0632 
Power point presentation, titled "enabling 
environment for civil society in cdd Projects"

deliberative information Yes

18. development aid agency request for the World Bank 
to consider whether communications regarding the 
chad-cameroon Pipeline Project may be disclosed

deliberative information Yes

19. ai0384
1. midterm evaluation reports on:  (a) the andhra 

Pradesh forestry Project (1994-2000);  (b) the 
maharashtra forestry Project (1992-1998);  
(c) the andhra Pradesh community forest       
management Project

2. maheshwari, B. l., & moosvi, a. h. (1998). 
institutional development study for andhra 
Pradesh forest department. hyderabad: centre for 
organizational development; and

3. institutional development study for maharashtra 
forest department (no citation is available for this 
document, however i believe the consultancy was 
completed by the tata institute of social science.

deliberative information Yes*
[*note:  Provided the member country 
gives its written consent.]

20. ai0773 
the imataca forest reserve and environs: issues 
in resource Planning, Public Participation and 
sustainable management, august 1999

deliberative information no*
[*note: Based on the additional 
information provided by the requester 
on appeal, the ai committee decided to 
exercise the World Bank’s prerogative to 
disclose.]
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aPPenDiX c.  appeals received for consideration by the ai committee in 
fY 2011

case 
information requested

type of appeal Upheld or reversed 
World Bank 

decision to deny 
access

applicable exception(s)
violation 

of ai 
Policy

Public 
interest

1. ai0199 
india:  rampur hydropower Project

X Upheld deliberative information

2. ai0262 
iBrd/ida integrated risk monitoring 
report ac2009-0131

X X Upheld corporate administrative matters;
deliberative information;
financial information; security and 
safety

3. ai0336 
namibia: education and training sector 
improvement Program 

X Upheld deliberative information

4. ai0294 
attachments to the access to information 
staff handbook

X Upheld 
(documents released in 
april 2011)

corporate administrative matters

5. ai0287 
records related to the history, 
architecture and use of World Bank 
buildings in the Washington dc area 
between 1945 and 1979

X Upheld corporate administrative matters; 
security and safety

6. ai0495 
mexico: an evaluation of the economic 
value of Water

X X Upheld deliberative information

7. ai0652 and ai0834 
draft versions of report titled “education 
system in swaziland: training and skills 
development for shared Growth and 
competitiveness” (the “reports”) and any 
and all documents referring to the draft 
versions of the reports

X X Upheld deliberative information

8. ai0652 and ai0834 
draft versions of report titled “education 
system in swaziland: training and skills 
development for shared Growth and 
competitiveness” (the “reports”) and any 
and all documents referring to the draft 
versions of the reports

X *in process at the end 
of fY11

*

9. ai0773 
the imataca forest reserve and 
environs: issues in resource Planning, 
Public Participation and sustainable 
management, august 1999

X X Upheld (i.e., denial was 
not a violation of policy 
and public interest 
appeal not compelling), 
but exercised 
prerogative to disclose

deliberative information

10. ai0876 
loan agreement for eskom investment 
support Project

X Upheld information Provided by member 
countries or third Parties in 
confidence

11. ai0708 
all project documents for “Za: PPiaf – 
regulatory framework for iPPs,” project 
id P120878

X X *in process at the end 
of fY11

*

12. ai0963 
financial disclosure records

X *in process at the end 
of fY11

*
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aPPenDiX D.  ai committee Decisions on appeals in fY 2011

appeal # 1

case nUmBer ai0199:  docUments relatinG to the india: ramPUr hYdroPoWer ProJect

The World Bank initially denied the request because the information requested is covered by the Deliberative 
Information exception under the ai Policy.  The requester made a “public interest” appeal to access the supervision 
reports, midterm reviews, back to office reports, agenda notes and minutes of the meetings regarding the above 
listed project.  in considering the appeal, the ai committee found that a midterm review had not yet been 
carried out for the project.  it also found that information on the project is publicly available through various 
websites and through a Pic located in the Bayal village that had been functioning since 2006.  in view of the 
above, the ai committee found insufficient public interest basis for overriding the Deliberative Information 
exception of the ai Policy restricting the requested information and decided to uphold the World Bank’s prior 
decision to deny access to the requested information.

appeal # 2

case nUmBer ai0262:  iBrd/ida inteGrated risk monitorinG rePort

The World Bank initially denied access to the above-listed World Bank report based on the determination that 
the document is covered by the Deliberative Information exception under the ai Policy.  The requester made an 
appeal asserting both “violation of policy” and “public interest.”   The appeal was considered on both grounds 
by the ai committee.  

�  Violation of policy.  With respect to the requester’s assertion of a violation of policy, the ai committee 
found that the report is a deliberative document covered by the Deliberative Information exception, 
and includes matters such as financial projections, corporate considerations, and security and business 
continuity issues.  These matters are also covered by the Security and Safety, Corporate Administrative 
Matters, and Financial Information exceptions under the ai Policy.  in view of the exceptions that 
apply, the ai committee determined that the report is restricted from public access and would not 
normally be disclosed under the ai Policy.  The ai committee also recognized that the report is a Board 
committee paper classified as “confidential,” and that, under the ai Policy, Board papers (which 
includes Board committee papers) classified as “confidential” may only be eligible for declassification 
20 years after the date on the document.  as the report is dated november 13, 2009, the earliest the 
report might become eligible for declassification is november 13, 2029.  However, because the report is 
a deliberative document that contains and relates to information covered under the Security and Safety 
and Corporate Administrative Matters exceptions, which are not eligible for declassification, the report 
is not a document that would be eligible for declassification under the ai Policy even after 20 years.  
Based on the above findings, the ai committee found that the World Bank properly and reasonably 
denied access to the report and, therefore, did not violate the ai Policy.  for these reasons, in response 
to the appeal alleging a violation of the policy, the ai committee decided to uphold the World Bank’s 
decision to deny public access to the report. 
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� Public interest.  in reviewing the appeal on public interest grounds, the ai committee found that 
the Security and Safety exception applies to the report, and recognized that it is an exception that the 
ai committee has no authority to override.  it also did not find compelling public interest reasons to 
override the Deliberative Information exception (on which the World Bank initially denied access to 
the report), or the Corporate Administrative Matters and Financial Information exceptions, which the 
ai committee also found to apply to the report.  for these reasons, in response to the public interest 
appeal, the ai committee decided to uphold the World Bank’s decision to deny public access to the 
report.

appeal # 3

case nUmBer ai0287:  records related to the historY, architectUre and Use of World Bank BUildinGs in 
the WashinGton dc area BetWeen 1945 and 1979

The World Bank initially denied access to the requested information based on the determination that the 
records are restricted under the Corporate Administrative Matters exception under the ai Policy.  The requester 
made a “public interest” appeal to access the records.  in reviewing the appeal, the ai committee considered 
the “public interest” case as set out in the appeal, the nature of the information requested, and the Corporate 
Administrative Matters exception under the ai Policy that justified the World Bank’s initial denial of access.  The 
ai committee recognized that, while the records are covered by the Corporate Administrative Matters exception, 
disclosure of the information contained in and/or referred to in the records could potentially compromise the 
security and safety of World Bank staff and assets.  in view of the additional security and safety concerns, the 
ai committee determined that the requested information is also covered by the Security and Safety exception 
under the ai  Policy, which the ai committee does not have authority to override.  in view of the above 
considerations, the ai committee did not find a compelling public interest reason to override the Corporate 
Administrative Matters exception of the ai Policy on which the World Bank initially based its decision to deny 
access to the records and decided to uphold the World Bank’s decision to deny public access to the records.

appeal # 4

case nUmBer ai0294:  attachments to the access to information staff handBook

The World Bank initially denied the request because the information requested is restricted under the Corporate 
Administrative Matters exception under the ai Policy.  The requester made a “public interest” appeal to access 
the attachments to the access to information staff Handbook (attachments).  in considering the appeal, the 
ai committee recognized the World Bank had previously decided that:

(i)  the attachments do not qualify for public access under the ai Policy because the information 
falls within the Corporate Administrative Matters exception;

(ii)  in view of the early stages of the ai Policy’s implementation, the attachments reflect internal work 
processes that continue to evolve and to be revised.  Under the circumstances, the attachments 
should not be disclosed at this time; 
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(iii)  however, it is willing to consider making the attachments publicly available in the future through 
the exercise of the World Bank’s prerogative to disclose restricted information; and

(iv)  any version of the attachments that may be authorized by the ai committee  for public access in 
the future would not include information deemed by the World Bank to potentially compromise 
the security or safety of the World Bank, its electronic systems, or others.

in view of the above considerations, the ai committee did not find compelling public interest reasons to override 
the Corporate Administrative Matters exception of the ai Policy (on which the World Bank initially denied access 
to the attachments) and upheld the World Bank’s decision to deny public access to the attachments.

(This appeal was filed in spanish; the decision of the ai committee was translated into, and conveyed to the 
requester in, spanish.)

[note:  following the World Bank’s refinement of the attachments to reflect more developed internal work flow 
processes, the ai committee authorized the release of the attachments a and c in april 2011.]

appeal # 5

case nUmBer ai0336:  docUments related to the edUcation and traininG sector imProvement ProGram 
(etsiP) in namiBia.  

The World Bank initially denied access to the requested information because the “information [requested] is on 
the list of exceptions as stipulated in Part ii, section a of The World Bank Policy on access to information and 
is therefore not eligible for public access” (World Bank’s Denial).  The requester filed an appeal challenging the 
World Bank’s Denial on the ground that there was a “violation of policy.”  in reviewing the appeal in accordance 
with the ai Policy, the ai committee considered: (a) the original request; (b) the requester’s clarification 
indicating that the request was for “updated World Bank documents that reflected [the] current status” of “the 
original goals specified in the icts in education component of etsiP”; (c) the “violation of Policy” allegation 
as set out in the appeal; and (d) the documents found in the World Bank’s possession in response to the request 
(Documents).

The ai committee found that the operation in question consists of a series of two Developmental Policy Loans 
(DPLs), etsiP and etsiP-DPL 2, the second of which was approved by the Board in october 2008.  in view 
of the requester’s clarification and the identified Documents, the ai committee (a) did not find the existence 
of “updated World Bank documents that [reflect the] current status” of “the original goals specified in the icts 
in education component of etsiP,” and (b) found the Documents to be deliberative in nature and, therefore, 
covered by the Deliberative Information exception under the ai Policy.  (see ai Policy, paragraph 16.)  Because 
the Documents are deliberative, the Documents are restricted from public access, and would not normally be 
disclosed, under the ai Policy.  Based on these findings, the ai committee concluded that the World Bank 
properly and reasonably denied access to the requested information and, therefore, did not violate the ai Policy.

notwithstanding the ai committee’s determination that the Documents are covered by the Deliberative 
Information exception under the ai Policy and, thus, there was no violation of the policy, the ai committee 
decided to exercise the World Bank’s prerogative to disclose certain documents in response to the request, 
pursuant to the ai committee’s authority provided by paragraph 18 of the ai Policy.  additionally, the requester 
was referred to other documents related to etsiP and etsiP-DPL 2 that are publicly available.
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The ai committee also noted that, in accordance with the project cycle, relevant documents will be produced 
for etsiP-DPL 2 and made publicly available.  such documents to be produced for etsiP-DPL 2 include a 
combined implementation completion report (icr) for both etsiP and etsiP-DPL 2 after the closing of 
etsiP-DPL 2. 

for the reasons mentioned above, in response to the appeal asserting a “violation of policy,” the ai committee 
decided to (a) uphold the World Bank’s decision to deny public access to the requested information, and 
(b) exercise the World Bank’s prerogative to disclose certain restricted documents in response to the request as 
provided above.

appeal # 6

case nUmBer ai0495:  meXico: an evalUation of the economic valUe of Water.  

The World Bank initially denied the request because the information requested is restricted under the Deliberative 
Information exception under the ai Policy.  The requester filed an appeal asserting both “violation of policy” and 
“public interest.”  The appeal was considered on both grounds by the ai committee.

�  Violation of policy. The ai Policy states that the World Bank “does not provide access to documents 
that contain or refer to information listed in paragraphs 8-17” of the ai Policy, which set out the 
ai Policy’s list of exceptions.  Paragraph 16 of the ai Policy explicitly states, under the Deliberative 
Information exception, that the World Bank does not provide access to information prepared for, or 
exchanged during the course of its deliberations with member countries or other entities with which 
it cooperates, or information prepared for, or exchanged during the course of the World Bank’s own 
deliberations; in both cases, such information includes “draft reports.”  (see ai Policy, paragraphs 
16 (a) and (b).)  in this case, the ai committee found that the report at issue is a draft report.  no 
final version of such a report was found to exist.  as a draft report, the document is covered by the 
Deliberative Information exception and is, thus, restricted from public access under the ai Policy. 
 
Based on the above finding, the ai committee decided that the World Bank properly and 
reasonably denied access to the report and, therefore, did not violate the ai Policy.  for 
this reason, in response to the appeal asserting a “violation of policy,” the ai committee 
decided to uphold the World Bank’s decision to deny public access to the report.   

�  Public interest. in reviewing the appeal on public interest grounds, and in accordance with the ai Policy, 
the ai committee: (a) considered the fact that the report is a draft document covered by the Deliberative 
Information exception under the ai Policy; and (b) acknowledged that the World Bank has provided 
the requester with two public documents containing key results from the draft report.  in view of the 
above considerations, the ai committee did not find compelling public interest reasons to override the 
Deliberative Information exception of the ai Policy (on which the World Bank initially denied access 
to the report).  for this reason, in response to the public interest appeal, the ai committee decided to 
uphold the World Bank’s decision to deny public access to the report.
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appeal # 7

case nUmBer ai0773:  the imataca forest reserve and environs: issUes in resoUrce PlanninG, PUBlic 
ParticiPation and sUstainaBle manaGement, aUGUst 1999 (rePort).  

The World Bank initially denied the request because the information requested is restricted under the Deliberative 
Information exception under the ai Policy.  The requester filed an appeal asserting both “violation of policy” and 
“public interest.”  The appeal was considered on both grounds by the ai committee.  in reviewing the appeal 
in accordance with the ai Policy, the ai committee considered: (a) the original request; (b) the application 
for appeal; (c) the additional statement provided by the requester in support of the appeal on “public interest” 
grounds; and (d) the nature of the report.

�  Violation of policy. The ai Policy states that the World Bank “does not provide access to 
documents that contain or refer to information listed in paragraphs 8-17” of the ai Policy, which 
set out the ai Policy’s list of exceptions.  Paragraph 16 of the ai Policy explicitly states, under the 
Deliberative Information exception, that the World Bank does not provide access to information 
prepared for, or exchanged during the course of its deliberations with member countries or 
other entities with which it cooperates, or information prepared for, or exchanged during the 
course of the World Bank’s own deliberations.  (see ai Policy, paragraphs 16 (a) and (b).)  
 
in this case, the ai committee found that the report at issue is classified as confidential and 
is information prepared for and exchanged during the course of the World Bank’s deliberations 
with a member country.  as such, the report is covered by the Deliberative Information 
exception under the ai Policy and is, thus, restricted from public access under the ai Policy.   
 
Based on the above finding, the ai committee concluded that the World Bank had properly and 
reasonably denied access to the report based on the Deliberative Information exception, and, therefore, 
did not violate the ai Policy.  

�  Public interest.  in reviewing the appeal on public interest grounds and in accordance with the ai Policy, 
the ai committee considered the public interest reasons presented by the requester concerning the 
report, a deliberative document.  While the requester did not present significant information to enable 
the ai committee to fully consider the appeal on public interest grounds, the ai committee considered 
whether the benefit of disclosing the report would outweigh the potential harm; this consideration 
took into account the overall statements made by the requester.  Based on these considerations, the 
ai  committee decided to exercise the World Bank’s prerogative to disclose the restricted report, 
pursuant to the ai committee’s authority provided by paragraph 18 (c) of the ai Policy.  Thus, the 
report was made publicly available.

appeal # 8

case nUmBer ai0876: loan aGreement for eskom investment sUPPort ProJect (loan aGreement).  

The World Bank initially denied the request based on the Information Provided by Member Countries or Third 
Parties in Confidence and Financial Information exceptions under the ai Policy.  The requester filed an appeal 
challenging the World Bank’s denial on the ground that there was a “violation of policy.”  in reviewing the appeal 
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in accordance with the ai Policy, the ai committee considered: (a) the original request; (b) the “violation of 
policy” allegation as set out in the appeal; (c) the circumstances in which the Loan agreement was negotiated 
and entered into; and (d) the Information Provided by Member Countries or Third Parties in Confidence and 
Financial Information exceptions under the ai Policy that justified the World Bank’s initial decision to deny 
access.

The ai committee found that the Loan agreement had been negotiated and entered into with the signatory 
with the explicit understanding that the document would be kept confidential due to the confidentiality of 
certain information contained in the document, and for which the signatory had requested confidentiality.  

With respect to attachment a of the access to information staff Handbook (attachment), which the requester 
references as the basis for the appeal, the attachment states that “[t]he [World] Bank’s Policy on Access to Information 
governs disclosure of [World] Bank information.  The purpose of this Attachment is only to provide guidance to staff, 
outlining generally expected work flow processes in preparing and making information routinely available on the 
World Bank’s external website.  The attachment is a living document and is subject to periodic change.”  (italics 
added.) 

The ai Policy states that the World Bank “does not provide access to documents that contain or refer to 
information listed in paragraphs 8-17” of the policy, which set out the ai Policy’s list of exceptions that restrict 
access.  

The World Bank had denied access of the Loan agreement based on two ai Policy exceptions, namely the 
Information Provided by Member Countries or Third Parties in Confidence exception and Financial Information 
exception.  as noted above, the ai committee found that the Loan agreement was negotiated and entered 
into with the signatory with the understanding that the document would be kept confidential due to the 
confidentiality of certain information contained in the document.  in view of the explicit expectations of 
confidentiality, the Loan agreement is covered by the Information Provided by Member Countries or Third Parties 
in Confidence exception under the ai Policy.  Paragraph 14 of the ai Policy states, under the Information Provided 
by Member Countries or Third Parties in Confidence exception, that the World Bank “has an obligation to protect 
information that it receives in confidence.  Thus, the World Bank does not provide access to information 
provided to it by a member country or a third party on the understanding of confidentiality, without express 
permission of that member country or third party.”  

Based on the above finding, the ai committee concluded that the World Bank had properly and reasonably 
denied access to the Loan agreement based on the Information Provided by Member Countries or Third Parties in 
Confidence exception of the ai Policy and, therefore, did not violate the ai Policy.  

With respect to the World Bank’s assertion of the ai Policy’s Financial Information exception as one of the bases 
for the denial, the ai committee recognized that the exception covers:

 (a)  estimates of future borrowings by iBrD, contributions by individual donors to iDa, financial 
forecasts and credit assessments, and data on investment, hedging, borrowing, and cash management 
transactions generated by or for the World Bank’s treasury operations for the World Bank Group 
entities and other parties.

(b)  Documents, analysis, correspondence, or other information used or produced to execute financial 
and budgetary transactions, or to support the preparation of internal and external financial reports.
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(c)  Details of individual transactions under loans and trust funds, information regarding amounts 
overdue from borrowers, or actions taken before any loans are placed in nonaccrual status.

(d)  Banking or billing information of World Bank Group entities, member countries, clients, donors, 
recipients, or vendors, including consultants.

ai Policy, paragraph 17 (a) – (d).  financial information that has been provided to the World Bank on a 
confidential basis would be covered by the Information Provided by Member Countries or Third Parties in 
Confidence exception rather than the Financial Information exception.  While the ai committee found that 
the World Bank’s assertion of the Financial Information exception (specifically, the World Bank’s reference to 
paragraph 17 (a) – (c) of the ai Policy) to the Loan agreement was not appropriate, the error was harmless, as 
the document is covered by, and therefore would remain restricted under, the Information Provided by Member 
Countries or Third Parties in Confidence exception.

for the above reasons, the ai committee decided to uphold the World Bank’s decision to deny public access to 
the Loan agreement.
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aPPenDiX e.  ai Policy interpretations issued by the ai committee in fY 2011

ai Policy interpretation # 1

Procurement Information under World Bank-Executed Trust Funds. Procurement information resulting 
from World Bank-executed trust funds, which are funds that support the World Bank’s work program, is covered 
by the corporate administrative matters exception of the ai Policy and, therefore, restricted from disclosure.

ai Policy interpretation # 2

Application of “Director” Concerned. The ai Policy indicates that the World Bank’s prerogative to restrict 
access to information (other than Board records and Board papers) that normally would be disclosed under the 
ai Policy must be exercised by the “director” concerned.  The ai committee clarified that, when information 
concerns a country, the director concerned is the relevant country director, who may consult with others (e.g., 
sector director) as needed.  in other cases, the relevant director may be the sector director, network director, etc., 
depending on the nature of the information.  individual units may take the decision to have more stringent 
approval mechanisms (e.g., approval by the Vice President concerned to restrict access to information normally 
disclosed) but such would not impact the authorization framework set out in the ai Policy.

ai Policy interpretation # 3

Redaction. Under the ai Policy, the World Bank considers disclosure of documents in their original form.  
if a requested document includes restricted information, the ai Policy does not mandate the World Bank to 
redact (black out) restricted information in order to make the document acceptable for public access.  While the 
World Bank does not have a redaction policy to black out restricted information in response to public requests 
(meaning, documents that include restricted information are not publicly available), the World Bank is not 
prevented from redacting restricted information on a case-by-case basis if it chooses to do so.

ai Policy interpretation # 4

Procedure for Referring Request to the AI Committee. The Board paper that proposed the ai Policy suggested 
procedures for referring requests to the ai committee so that it may consider whether to exercise the World 
Bank’s prerogative to disclose restricted information.  Under the proposed procedures, information created 
before July 1, 2010, that (i) are covered by the Corporate Administrative Matters, Deliberative Information and/or 
Financial Information (other than banking and billing) exceptions, and (ii) are not eligible for declassification, 
would be referred to the ai committee for consideration.  in the interest of providing more timely responses 
to requesters, the ai committee modified when such requests should be referred to the ai committee.  The 
archives Unit and infoshop/Pics will only refer requests for such restricted information to the ai committee 
if the information is at least five years old and/or involves a closed operation and has not been restricted by the 
exercise of the World Bank’s prerogative to restrict access.  for such requests, the archives Unit and infoshop/
Pics will deny the request based on, as relevant, the exception that applies to the document, or the World 
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Bank’s exercise of its prerogative to restrict access.  to monitor this procedural modification, the archives Unit 
and infoshop, as relevant, will inform the ai committee of the number of requests that the archives Unit and 
infoshop/Pics have denied on this basis.

ai Policy interpretation # 5

Public availability of documents that were previously approved by the Board for disclosure, but that 
could be interpreted as falling within the "Financial Information" and "Corporate Administrative 
Matters" exceptions of the AI Policy.  specific categories of documents, which are of a financial or corporate 
administrative nature, that were previously approved by the Board for public disclosure continue to be publicly 
available under the current ai Policy (unless the documents are also covered by another ai Policy exception or 
is subject to the World Bank’s exercise of the prerogative to restrict access).  (The table in appendix f of this 
annual report sets forth the list of relevant documents previously approved by the Board for public disclosure.)

ai Policy interpretation # 6

Interpretation of the term Deliberative Information. The term Deliberative information under the ai Policy 
is applied broadly to include any internal communications and communications with external parties.  

ai Policy interpretation # 7

Disclosure of draft Country Assistance Strategies (CASs) and Economic Sector Work (ESW) Reports for 
Public Consultation. at the World Bank’s discretion, staff may publicly share draft cass and draft esW 
reports during the documents’ preparation.  

ai Policy interpretation # 8

Whether the World Bank’s exercise of the prerogative to restrict access is subject to appeal.  The ai Policy is 
silent on the application of the appeals process to the World Bank’s decision to exercise the prerogative to restrict 
access.  However, the ai Policy’s treatment of appeals filed on public interest grounds is instructive on the issue.  
Under the ai Policy, requesters may file an appeal to override certain ai Policy exceptions on public interest 
grounds (“public interest appeals”).  The ai Policy authorizes the ai committee to consider and make final 
decisions in cases of public interest appeals.  as explained in the Board paper that proposed the ai Policy, the 
“override [of ai Policy exceptions] is only to be exercised at the discretion of the [World] Bank”; as such, the ai 
committee, as an internal administrative body, may consider and decide on such cases of discretion authorized 
by the ai Policy.  (see toward Greater transparency Through access to information – The World Bank’s 
Disclosure Policy, December 14, 2009, at paragraph 27.)  Thus, the ai Policy’s legislative history establishes 
that in those instances where the ai Policy authorizes the World Bank to exercise discretionary judgment, such 
judgment may be reviewed and decided upon by the ai committee, whose decisions would be final.  analogous 
to public interest appeals, the prerogative to restrict access is an exercise of World Bank discretion authorized 
by the ai Policy; as such, the discretionary judgments may be scrutinized by the ai committee.  Therefore, the 
decisions of vice presidents and directors to exercise the World Bank’s prerogative to restrict access to documents 
that are normally disclosed under the ai Policy may be subject to appeal; such appeals would be considered by 
the ai committee, whose decisions in the cases would be final.  in line with the ai Policy, the decisions of the 
Board to exercise the prerogative to restrict access, however, would not be subject to review as the decisions of 
the Board are not subject to appeal.  (see ai Policy, footnote 28.)
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ai Policy interpretation # 9

The public availability of certain aggregated financial information relating to  (a) grants made from IBRD 
administrative budget and IBRD net income (governed by OP/BP 8.45), and (b) grants and loans made 
from recipient-executed trust funds (governed by OP/BP 14.40). The ai Policy’s Financial Information 
exception states, in relevant part, that the World Bank does not provide access to certain financial information 
including “details of individual transactions under loans and trust funds, information regarding amounts 
overdue from borrowers, or actions taken before any loans are placed in nonaccrual status”  (ai Policy, section 
ii.a, subparagraph 17 (c)).  footnote 16 of that provision recognizes that, notwithstanding the restrictions 
of the Financial Information exception, the World Bank routinely discloses monthly statements of loans and 
credits (which consist of aggregated financial information for iBrD loans and iDa credits and grants).  That 
footnote of the ai Policy is silent on whether the World Bank may also disclose comparable aggregated financial 
information for grants made from iBrD administrative budget and net income, and grants and loans made 
from recipient-executed trust funds.  The ai committee clarified in this ai Policy interpretation that, in the 
case of (a) grants made from iBrD administrative budget and iBrD net income (governed by oP/BP 8.45), 
and (b) grants and loans made from recipient-executed trust funds (governed by oP/BP 14.40), the Financial 
Information exception of the ai Policy does not restrict the World Bank from disclosing aggregated financial 
information (i.e., original principal; amounts undisbursed; amounts disbursed; and, in the case of loans made 
from recipient-executed trust funds, amounts repaid and amounts due), for each such grant or loan, as deemed 
appropriate by the business unit concerned.  This ai Policy interpretation does not propose the collation or 
creation of such aggregated financial information if the information does not already exist, unless there is a 
specific business need as determined by the relevant World Bank business unit.
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aPPenDiX f.  Publicly available financial and corporate administrative 
information

The ai committee clarified that the documents listed below, which could be interpreted as falling within the 
Financial Information and Corporate Administrative Matters exceptions of the ai Policy, are publicly available.  The 
documents were previously approved by the Board for disclosure under the World Bank’s Policy on Disclosure 
of information (2002), or (for the documents marked with an asterisk (*)) pursuant to the Board paper, World 
Bank Disclosure Policy: additional issues follow-up consolidated report (revised), february 14, 2004.

type of information disclosure Process/status

financial information about the World Bank
1. financial statements of the World Bank Published (quarterly)

2. annual audited financial statements as of the June 30 fiscal year-end.  (these 
include a balance sheet; statements of income, comprehensive income, and changes 
in retained earnings and of cash flows; statements of member subscriptions to 
capital stock and voting power; and a summary statement of loans by borrowing 
member.  notes to the financial statements include information on all significant 
accounting policies and other detailed disclosure.  such disclosures include the 
composition of capital stock; return/cost data, maturity, and currency composition 
of the loans, investments and borrowings of the World Bank; and a summary 
description of the staff retirement Plan).

Published in the World Bank’s annual 
report and annual update of the World 
Bank’s information statement

3. management discussion and analysis (md&a).  these present selected financial data, 
e.g., the average cost of borrowings, average interest rate on loans, return on liquid 
investments and on loans; other financial ratios that management deems significant; 
financial product information; a discussion of the World Bank’s financial policies and 
risk management strategies; and a discussion of significant operating results.

Published with annual financial statements

4. condensed presentation of the financial statements, reviewed by the World Bank’s 
external auditors, and the accompanying condensed md&a.

Published fiscal year quarters of 
september, december, and march

5. overall borrowing plan Usually announced publicly at the 
beginning of fiscal year (July 1)

6. other documents related to public offerings Publicly available when laws and 
regulations governing the market require 
that they be filed with a government 
agency

7. detailed statements of all loans and credits Published monthly

8. information on the finances of ida Published in the ida audited annual and 
unaudited quarterly financial statements

9. ida replenishment terms and conditions Published through the summary 
Proceedings of annual meetings

10. information on current replenishment negotiations made public through press briefings at key 
stages of the process

11. chairman’s summaries of replenishment meetings and related papers for 
information and consideration during replenishment negotiations

Public

12. chairman’s summaries of ida mid-term review meetings, and papers written for 
information or consideration at, or as follow-up to, ida mid-term review meetings*

Public

13. Budget Paper* (recommending Board approval of the World Bank’s administrative 
budget)

Public (after Board authorizes the budget 
and paper is finalized)
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type of information disclosure Process/status

administration

Board of Governors

14. the World Bank’s annual reports (include list of members, Governors and voting 
power)

Public

15. summary Proceedings at annual meetings (contain all speeches related to the World 
Bank; decisions at meetings; reports of the eds recommending decisions on matters 
like capital increase and replenishments; and reports of committees, such as the 
development committee)

Public

16. operational Policies and World Bank Procedures, 
and operational memoranda issued after January 1, 2002; 
operational directives (ods) issued after march 1989. 

Public

17. operational manual statements issued before march 1989 Public if authorized by oPcs director 
concerned in consultation with leGvPU

staff
18. organizational charts Public

19. description of positions advertised for recruitment Public

20. Basic employment data of the World Bank  as published in the annual report

21. General information on the World Bank’s salary structure, methodology employed in 
establishing salary levels, staff benefits, and similar information

Public

22. World Bank’s broad objectives and strategy in recruiting, placing, redeploying, and 
retaining staff

as published in brochures and other 
documents prepared specifically for 
publication

23. staff manual, containing the Principles of staff employment and the staff rules (after 
removal of any references to individual staff) *

Public

24. staff compensation Paper (after removal of any proprietary information and non-
public information concerning third parties), beginning in 2004, with the Board 
paper titled, 2004 review of staff compensation for the World Bank Group, may 12, 
2004.*

Public
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aPPenDiX G.  access to information committee

The access to information committee (ai committee) was established pursuant to the ai Policy.  
The ai committee serves as the internal body that: (i) broadly oversees the ai Policy implementation; (ii) is 
authorized to interpret the ai Policy; (iii) makes decisions concerning whether to exercise the World Bank’s 
prerogative to disclose certain information that is on the list of ai Policy exceptions (i.e., restricted information); 
and (iv) considers first level appeals filed against World Bank decisions to deny access to information.  The 
ai committee consists of seven principal members and their alternates, representing the operations Policy and 
country services (oPcs), external affairs (eXt), Legal (LeG), corporate secretary Vice Presidency (sec), 
General services Department (GsD), information management and technology (imt) and one region.  in 
fY 2011, the regional representation was held by the africa Vice Presidency (afr).

members

Paul Bermingham
Director 
operations services
oPcs

ai committee chair, since July 2010.  

Hassane cisse
Deputy General counsel 
Knowledge and research
LeG

Principal member, since July 2010.  

shantayanan Devarajan 
chief economist
afr 

Principal member, since July 2010.

sumir Lal
manager 
operational communications
eXt 

Principal member, beginning July 2011. 
alternate member, July 2010 – June 2011.
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members

elisa Liberatori-Prati
chief archivist 
Library and archives of 
Development
imt 

Principal member, since July 2010.

axel Peuker
Director 
Policy and operations
sec

Principal member, since July 2010.

robert Van Pulley
Vice President 
corporate finance and 
risk management

Principal member, July – December 2010, in mr. 
Pulley’s capacity as Director, GsD.

carl Wessmann
senior manager 
support services 
GsD

Principal member, since December 2010.

Therese Ballard
senior manager 
corporate Procurement
GsD

alternate member, since July 2010.

manuela ferro
sector Director
Poverty reduction and 
economic management network
mna

alternate member, July 2010-february 2011, in 
ms. ferro’s then capacity as manager, country 
economics, oPcs.
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members
Hans Jurgen Gruss
Deputy General counsel 
LeG

alternate member, since July 2010.

Barbara Lee
manager
aid effectiveness Unit
oPcs 

alternate member, since february 2011.
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appendix H. access to information appeals Board

as part of the ai Policy, the World Bank established a three-member, impartial access to information appeals 
Board (ai appeals Board).  The ai appeals Board serves as the body that considers second level appeals, which 
allege the World Bank has unreasonably or improperly denied access to information that it would normally 
disclose under the ai Policy.  The ai appeals Board consists of three outside experts selected by the World 
Bank President and endorsed by the World Bank’s executive Directors.  The current ai appeals Board members 
began their two-year appointments on July 1, 2010.

members

Wajahat Habibullah mr. Habibullah is currently the chairperson 
of the national commission for minorities in 
india, and was formerly the chief information 
commissioner, central information 
commission of india. 

Daniel J. metcalfe mr. metcalfe is currently an adjunct Professor 
of Law at the Washington college of Law, 
american University, and formerly served in the 
office of information and Privacy, United states 
Department of Justice.  

olivier schrameck mr. schrameck is currently the President 
of the reports and studies section of the 
conseil d’etat (the french council of state) 
and is a prominent magistrate of the supreme 
administrative court in france.
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appendix i. information Policy Unit, Legal Vice Presidency

With the effectiveness of the ai Policy, the information Policy Unit, LeG (LeGiP) was created to serve as the 
anchor for the ai Policy.  LeGiP advises staff on all ai Policy related matters, and is responsible for monitoring 
and reporting on World Bank-wide implementation of the ai Policy.  LeGiP also serves as the secretariat to the 
ai committee and the ai appeals Board.

members

Lisa Lui
Lead counsel

Patricia miranda
senior counsel

frances allen
operations analyst

Karen Jones
senior Program assistant


